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Abstract. While lightweight cryptography has been a prevailing area of research 
in symmetric key cryptography over the past decade or more, leakage resilience 
of symmetric-key primitive have also been a steadily growing feld of study in the 
recent years. However, these two design goals are usually opposed to each other, 
providing the designer with a tough trade-o˙. Most leakage-resilient modes require 
either multiple primitive (e.g. Spook), expensive re-keying functions (e.g. LRICB), 
slower designs (e.g. TEDT) or expensive countermeasures (e.g. PHOTON-BEETLE). 
In this paper, we propose a new AEAD design; AET-LR, which is a slight variant 
of the Romulus family of AEAD. It is purely based on Tweakable Block Ciphers 
(TBC), and requires only 1 TBC call per plaintext block, in addition to two heavily 
protected TBC calls per message. Hence, it has almost the same cost as Romulus. 
However, a crucial di˙erence between AET-LR and Romulus is that the plaintext 
also a˙ects the tweakey, making the TBC calls irreversible. This ensures that the 
mode o˙ers Ciphertext Integrity with nonce Misuse and Leakage resistance with 
unbounded leakage (CIML2), up to 2n{2 attack complexity, and indistinguishability 
against Chosen Ciphertext Attacks with nonce misuse and leakage resilience with 
unbounded encryption leakage (CCAml1). These results also imply weaker security 
guarantees, including Integrity with Realease of Unverifed Plaintext (INT-RUP) and 
Ciphertext Integrity with Misuse Resistance (MR-CINT). 
Keywords: Romulus · leakage resilience · AEAD · AET-LR 

1 Introduction 
In this article, we introduce a lightweight Authenticated Encryption with Associated Data 
(AEAD) mode targeted towards secure practical implementations called AET-LR. The 
design is based on Tweakable Block Ciphers (TBC). Specifcally, it can be seen as a slight 
adaptation of the Romulus-N [IKMP20a, IKMP20b] AEAD mode, following the same 
design philosophy, but introducing new ideas and design strategies to achieve leakage 
resilience. In short, the main di˙erence with the Romulus-N mode is simply a feed-forward 
of the message block into the tweak input of the TBC calls. The philosophy of the design 
is to maintain the minimum lightweight performance for TBC: 

(i) Optimal computational eÿciency, i.e. rate-1 operation. 

(ii) Minimum state size of a TBC mode, i.e. pn � t � kq-bit for n-bit block, t-bit tweak 
and k-bit key TBC. 
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Simultaneously, the design adopts the leveled implementation philosophy, where only 
the frst and last TBC calls need to be heavily protected against physical attacks. Such 
implementations of AET-LR satisfy several misuse and leakage-based security notions, 
including Ciphertext INTegrity nonce-Misuse Resistance (MR-CINT), INTegrity with 
the Release of Unverifed Plaintext (INT-RUP), Ciphertext Integrity with Misuse and 
Leakage in the chosen-ciphertext model (CIML2) and indistinguishability against Chosen 
Ciphertext Attacks with nonce misuse and leakage resilience with unbounded encryption 
leakage (CCAml1). 

The design relies on two central ideas. The frst is leveled implementations with a 
protected Key Derivation Function (KDF) and a protected Tag Generation Function (TGF). 
The master key is only used in these two functions. This idea is a standard practice where a 
variation of it is used in most modern leakage-resilient AEAD scheme [BGP�19, BBB�20]. 
It limits the exposure of the master key to only two function calls per message. These 
two function can be implemented using expensive countermeasures. The rest of the mode 
can be implemented using cheaper countermeasures or even unprotected implementations. 
The second idea is to design the main body of the mode as both a single-pass online serial 
TBC-based AEAD mode, and also a TBC-based collision-resistant and preimage-resistant 
hash function, where each ciphertext block can be viewed as a hash tag for not only the 
previous message and associated data blocks, but also the message key (the output of the 
KDF function). Hence, even if the adversary fgures out the message key, it is not trivial 
to use such key to forge new messages. 

First, we discuss the security of the hash function constructed using a Tweakable Block 
Cipher (TBC) with large tweakey space. The hash function is an extension of one of the 
hash functions proposed by Black et al. [BRS02], under the assumption that the TBC is 
secure in the chosen-tweakey model. Given this construction, we propose an AEAD design 
(Figure 1) which statisfes two interesting properties: 

(i) Each ciphertext block acts as the tag of a collision/pre-image resistant hash function 
of all the previous plaintext and associated data blocks, even in the known-key model. 

(ii) The temporary key corresponding to a given nonce is unique, allowing misuse and 
leakage resilience. 

The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide some preliminaries 
and defnitions. In Section 3, we propose a TBC-based hash function that serves as the 
basis for our design. In Section 4, we study the security of our new design in the presence 
of leakage. We conclude in Section 5. 

2 Preliminaries 
In this section we provide useful notations, defnitions and security notions. 

2.1 General Notation 
n nWe denote by Fpnq the set of all functions of domain t0, 1u and range t0, 1u , by Ppnq the 

nset of all permutations on t0, 1u , and by BCpk, 2nq the set of all blockciphers with 2n-bit 
block size and k-bit keys. Let t0, 1u� be the set of all fnite bit strings, including the empty 
string ". For X P t0, 1u�, let |X| denote its bit length. Here |"| � 0. For an integer n ¥ 0, let 

n Lencn � 
f 

it0, 1u be the set of n-bit strings, and let t0, 1u i�0,...,n t0, 1u , where t0, 1u0 � t"u. 
Let JnK � t1, . . . , nu and JnK0 � t0, 1, . . . , n � 1u. Let |X|n � maxt1, r|X|{nsu. 

For two bit strings X and Y , X } Y is their concatenation. We also write this as XY 
if it is clear from the context. Let 0i (1i) be the string of i zero bits (i one bits), and 
for instance we write 10i for 1 } 0i. Bitwise XOR of two variables X and Y is denoted by 
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Figure 1: The AET-LR mode 
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X ̀  Y , where |X| � |Y | � c for some positive integer c. For a binary string X of |X| ¥ x, 
we write lmtxpXq (resp. rmtxpXq) to denote the leftmost (resp. rightmost) x bits of X. 
Note that we do not use “MSB” and “LSB” for them, which is customary but depends on 
endianness. 

2.2 Hash Functions in the Ideal Cipher Model 
For any adversary AE , the collision advantage of A against the hash function HE is 

� ˘
Advcr 

H pAq :� Pr AE ñ pm, m 1 q : HE pmq � HE pm 1 q . 

We further defne 
Advcr 

H ppq :� max AdvH cr pAq, 
A 

where the maximum is defned over all adversaries AE making at most p queries to E. 
The defnition of range oriented preimage resistance uniformly samples the target space 

nq times instead: pz1, ..., zqq Ð t0, 1u , and requires fnding a preimage for any of pz1, ..., zqq. 
Formally, for any adversary AE , the range-oriented preimage advantage of A against the 
hash function HE is 

� ˘
Advrpre $ 

pAq :� Pr z1, ..., zq ÐÝ t0, 1u n : AE pz1, ..., zpq ñ m : HE pmq P tz1, ..., zpu .H 

We also defne 
Advrprepq, pq :� max Advcr 

H pAq,H 
A 

where the maximum is defned over all adversaries AE receiving q random targets z1, ..., zq 
and making at most p queries to E. 

2.3 AE security with leakage 
In general, leakage security defnitions are stated w.r.t. implementations of a scheme 
(e.g., an AEAD), and both an encryption leakage function Le and a decryption leakage 
function Ld are associated to the implementation(s). This models the real-world leaky 
implementations of the mathematical objects. Note that in theory, our leakage model 
is non-adaptive, as the leakages are a parameter of the to-be-studied implementations 
determined before the experiment starts rather than chosen by the adversary during the 
experiment. This restriction was motivated from the side-channel practice & the necessity 
for practical modes: see [YSPY10, FPS12] for some discussion. As more recently discussed 
in [BDF�17], adaptive leakage models also have limited relevance in the context of power 
and EM side-channels where the adversary has access to the (noisy) leakage of all the 
intermediate computations. They may be more relevant in the abstract probing model 
where one probe has to be excluded from the adversary’s view, hence making the adaptive 
selection of a probe an important feature of the analysis. 

Pioneered by Rogaway and Shrimpton [RS06], nowadays black-box AE analyses typically 
follow all-in-one defnitions that integrate both confdentiality and integrity. However, in 
front of an adversary with access to leakage, the adoption of separate defnitions for integrity 
and confdentiality potentially o˙ers more insight on which implementation-level properties 
are necessary/suÿcient for which goal. This di˙erence follows from the important general 
feature of physically observable cryptography that unpredictability is much easier to ensure 
than indistinguishability [MR04], which has a strong impact on the assumptions that may 
be needed to prove both notions. Also, di˙erent levels of robustness against nonce reuse 
may be achieved w.r.t. these notions: it was shown that when a nonce is arbitrarily reused 
(in the same favor as the misuse-resistance notion [RS06]), integrity in the presence of 
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leakage is achievable [BKP�18, BPPS17], yet confdentiality in the presence of leakage 
may not [BKP�18, GPPS19]. This di˙erence is also refected in the separate defnitions. 

In detail, regarding integrity, we rely on the Ciphertext Integrity with Misuse-resistance 
and Leakage (CIML2) defned in [BGP�19], which was built upon the single-user version 
CIML2 introduced in [BKP�18, BPPS17]. The suÿx 2 means two leakage sources, i.e., 
both encryption and decryption. In some sense, the defnition is obtained by enhancing 
the traditional INT-CTXT security with leakages. 

Defnition 1 (CIML2 advantage). Given the implementation of a nonce-based authenti-
cated encryption AEAD � pEnc, Decq with leakage function pair L � pLe, Ldq, the ciphertext 
integrity advantage with misuse-resistance and leakage of an adversary A against AEAD 
with is 

AdvCIML2 
AEAD,LpAq :� 

���Pr
� 
ALEncK ,LDecK ,E,E�1 

ñ 1
�˘

Pr� ALEncK ,LDecK K ,E,E
�1 ̆

��� , 

where the probability is taken over the key K $
ÐÝ K, over A’s random tape and the ideal 

oracle E and where: 

• LEncK pN, A, Mq: outputs the ciphertext EncK pN, A, Mq and the leakages LepK, N, A, Mq; 

• LDecK pN, A, C, T q: outputs 
��

Dec LN,A,C, T K,N,A,C, T p q p q,K d ; 

• LDecK .q: computes Ld Ð LdpK, N, A, Cq and if C is an output of some leakingK p. . 
encryption query pi, N, A, Mq for some M outputs pM, Ldq, else outputs pK, Ldq. 

2.4 Notions under Release of Unverifed Plaintext Material 
In the RUP model, the adversary can always see the resulting plaintext from a decryption 
query. To formulate the forgery goal, the oracles are adapted. A verifcation oracle outputs 
1 if and only if the input is valid, and 0 otherwise. A nonce-based RUP AE scheme 

VK q is a three tuple of encryption algorithm Er : K � N � A � M Ñ C � T ,rrDK , 

decryption algorithm 
r� � pEr K , 

Ñ M, and verifcation algorithm rr 

r 

D : K � N � A � C � T VK 
K � N � A � C � T Ñ t0, 1u. The signature of the encryption and decryption algorithms 
are unchanged. 

Defnition 2 (INT-RUP Security). Given a nonce-based RUP authenticated encryption 
VK q, the INT-RUP advantage with misuse-resistance of an adversary A 

: 

rr DK , 

against �r is 
� � pErK , 

���Pr
�

rVK ,E,E�1 

ñ 1
˘ 
� Pr

� 
AErK , rDK ,K,E,E�1 ̆

��� ,AdvCIML2 
AEAD,LpAq :� ErK ,Dr 

K ,A 

where the probability is taken over the key K $
ÐÝ K, over A’s random tape and the ideal 

oracle E. 

2.5 Privacy Notions in the Presence of Leakage 
In [BBC�20], Bellizia et al. discussed several security notions in the presence of nonce-
misuse and leakage. They show that achieving privacy notions in the presence of leakage can 
be harder than integrity notions. Privacy notions can be constructed using combinations 
of the nonce-misuse and leakage assumptions given in Table 1. 

The di˙erence between resistance and resilience is related to the challenge queries 
during the attack. For leakage, leakage-resistance targets adversaries that can observe 
leakage even during challenge queries, while leakage-resilience targets adversaries that can 
observe leakage for during the game but have to distinguish a challenge that is leak-free. 
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Table 1: Di˙erent nonce-misuse and leakage assumptions 
Nonce Respecting (.) Misuse-Resistance (M) Misuse-Resilience (m) 
Leakage Leak-Free/Black Box (.) Leakage-Resistance (L) Leakage-Resilience (l) 

Similarly, misuse-resistance targets adversaries that can control the nonce and force it 
to repeat even during challenge queries, while misuse-resilience refers to the security of 
messages encrypted using fresh nonces, even if the adversary can repeat other nonces 
before the challenge queries. These assumptions can be combined with classical CPA and 
CCA assumptions. For example, CCAML implies security against Chosen Ciphertext 
Attacks with both nonce Misuse and Leakage resistance. It is shown in [BBC�20] that 
CCAML can be very hard to achieve (potentially impossible). Hence, some relaxed targets 
are defned: 

(i) CCAmL2: security against Chosen Ciphertext Attacks with both nonce Misuse 
resilience and Leakage resistance. ‘2’ in this defnition, and in the rest of the paper, 
refers to the type of leakage allowed to the adversary. ‘2’ implies both the decryption 
and encryption oracle are leaky. However, it is shown in [BBC�20] that even this 
notion is hard to achieve. It is possible, but at a high performance cost [BGP�19]. 

(ii) CCAmL1: security against Chosen Ciphertext Attacks with both nonce Misuse 
resilience and Leakage resistance. ‘1’ implies that only the encryption oracle is leaky. 

(iii) CCAml1: security against Chosen Ciphertext Attacks with both nonce Misuse and 
Leakage resilience. ‘1’ implies that only the encryption oracle is leaky. 

The CCAmL1 notion targets adversaries that can access the encryption device for a 
period of time, being able to observe leakage and misuse the nonces during this period. 
The security of fresh nonces should be intact. On the other hand, in the case of the 
CCAml1 the security of fresh nonces used in leak-free queries should be intact. 

The l-time assumption We defne the l-time assumption as an assumption on the number 
of traces required in order to recover the key of a TBC using higher order side-channel 
attacks, e.g. Di˙erential Power Analysis (DPA). Consider an implementation of the TBC 
that is protected against Simple Power Analysis (SPA) and uses a secret key K�. l refers 
to the number of traces needed by a given attack in order to practically recover K�. Hence, 
l refers to the number of TBC queries that can be allowed using a given key and it is a 
parameter to the targeted attack. Practical experiments are needed to specify l for a given 
attack. 

3 Towards CIML: TBC-based Hash Function 
Black et al.. [BRS02] studied the problem of designing hash functions from ideal ciphers 
that are secure in the chosen key model. They provided a framework for studying the 
security of such hash functions. However, the hash functions discussed used a block cipher 
with n-bit key size and n-bit block size. In this section, we propose a similar hash function 
based on TBCs with n-bit block size and k-bit key size where k ¡ n. Specifcally, we 
consider the case when k � 3n. The hash function is defned in Defnition 3. 

Defnition 3. Consider an TBC EK pXq where |X| � n in the block size and |K| � 3n is 
the tweakey size. Consider a message M of arbitrary length, where M � M1 } M2 } . . .Ml, 
such that |Mi| � 3n, for 1 ¥ i € l and |Ml| ¤ 3n. HpMq is given by 

for i Ð 1 to l do hi Ð hi � fphi�1,Miq � EMi phi�1 ` lmtnpMiqq 
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nwhere h0 P t0, 1u is a constant. 

Theorem 1. Consider the hash function HpMq is Defnition 3. Advcoll ppq ¤ 3ppp�1q{2n H 

for all p ¥ 1. 

In order to prove this we follow the proof from Black et al.. [BRS02] with small 
modifcation. The proof is given in Appendix A. 

Advrpre Theorem 2. Consider the hash function HpMq is Defnition 3. pq, pq ¤ p2q �H 

pqpp � 1q{2n for all p ¥ 1. 

In order to prove this we follow the proof from Black et al. [BRSS10] with small 
modifcation. The proof in details is given in Appendix B. 

4 Security of AET-LR in the presence of leakage 
The AET-LR mode in the presence of leakage is built on top the hash function proposed in 
Defnition 3. The security is divided into the study of integrity and confdentiality. For 
integrity, the security is studied under the following assumptions: 

(i) The Key Derivation Function (KDF) and Tag Generation Function (TGF) are leak-
free. In practice, they are heavily protected against complex side-channel attacks, 
such as Di˙erential Power Analysis (DPA). 

(ii) The rest of the operations of the mode su˙er unbounded leakage. 

(iii) Any nonce can be repeated as many times as the adversary wants. 

(iv) Decryption circuits use the inverse TBC operation to convert a tag T to E�1pT q 
and the verifcation process compares Ym to E�1pT q. Hence, the decryption leakage 
cannot be used to fnd valid tags. 

Given these assumptions, the security roughly reduces to the collision and preimage 
security of the hash function proposed in Section 3. In order to study the security of 
AET-LR, we frst provide a simpler conceptual two-key variant called AET-LRZ, depicted 
in Figure 2, where both Z and K are long term keys. However, only the last TBC call 
using K, i.e. the TGF, is leak-free. 

4.1 AET-LRZ and its CIML2/INT-RUP security 
We present the security results on AET-LRZ as follows. First is the CIML2 security, which 
relies on the cryptographic strength of the underlying hash function H and tweakable 
blockcipher E� . 

Theorem 3 (CIML2 Security of AET-LRZ). Assume that E is an ideal cipher with n-bit 
blocks and 3n-bit tweakey, then 

AdvCIML2 6p˙priv � pqp˙priv � p � 1q 
AET�LRZE p˙priv, qd, pq ¤ .2n 

Proof. We note that the mode AET � LRZE can be viewed as a hash-then-TBC construction 
EK 

2 pHE1 
pA, N, Mqq: the ideal ciphers used by the hashing HE1 and the E2 are distinct K 

due to the separation in the tweak. The proof thus resembles [BPPS17]. In detail, denote 
by G0 the real CIML2 security game. We will use an intermediate game G1, in which the 
adversary A would face a slightly modifed CIML2 security game. We name Ei the event 
that A outputs a valid forgery in the game Gi. 
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Figure 2: The AET-LRZ mode 
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As the frst step of our proof, we replace all the occurrences of E� and its inverse k 

function by a truly tweakable random permutation P and its inverse, and this gives rise to 
G1. The gap between PrrE0s and PrrE1s| is clearly bounded by the STPRP security of E. 
For this, we rely on [DS14, Theorem 6], which means 

r 

��PrrE0s � PrrE1s 
�� ¤ p � ˙priv 

.2n 

As the second step, we frst defne two bad events around the hash function H. In detail, 
1 Ñfor each encryption query pNi, Ai,Miq, we associate the values v and Ýc i computed from i 

it via the process described by AET-LRZ. Then the frst bad event CollH occurs, if there 
1 1 1exists two calls to Hpxq and Hpx q such that x ̆  x yet Hpxq � Hpx q. It’s clear that by 

emulating the process of AET-LRZ, an adversary B2 against the collision intractability of 
H can be built from the adversary A, and B2 makes at most ̇ priv � p queries to E by our 
assumption. Therefore, by Theorem X, we have PrrCollHs ¤ 3p˙priv � pqp˙priv � p � 1q{2n. 

The other bad event PreH occurs, if there exists a decryption query pN, A, C, T q such 
P �1 

query. To bound PrrPreHs, assume that there are distinct tag values T1, . . . , T appearing 
in the decryption query history. Then we note that in the game G1, the (necessarily 

rthat HpN, A, Cq � pT q, and T never appeared in the response to any earlier encryption 

rP �1 P �1 

view of any eÿcient algorithms (since they never appeared earlier due to encryption queries), 
which fts into the defnition of range-oriented preimage resistance. Therefore, we could use 
an adversary B3 to emulate the game G1 (the Opqq answers from the random tweakable 

rdistinct) values h1,� � pT q can be seen as random values in the , � �pT1q, . . . , h 

permutation P can be simulated by lazy sampling), and if PreH happens then B3 turns 
out a range-oriented preimage adversary against the hash function HE . Since B3 makes at 
most ̇ priv � p queries to E, ¤ qd, we have PrrPreHs ¤ p2qd � ˙priv � pqp˙priv � p � 1q{2n 
by Theorem 2. 

r 

CollH PreHFinally, argue that if neither happens, then all decryption queries we nor 
respond with K. To this end, let pNi, Ai, Ci, Tiq be the valid decryption query with the 
smallest index on which A makes. If Ti did not appear in the response to any earlier 
encryption query, then this query being decided valid contradicts the condition that 
PreH1 does not occur. Otherwise, consider this encryption query pNj , Aj ,Mj q and the 
response pCj , Tiq. By Defnition 1, it has to be pNj , Aj , Cjq ˘ pNi, Ai, Ciq, which essentially rP �1 

pTiq implies HEpNj , Aj ,Mj q � H
E pNi, Ai,Miq, contradicting the 

Then the fact that HE pTiq andmeans pNj , Aj ,Mjq ˘ pNi, Ai,Miq. pNj , Aj ,Mj q � rP �1 

condition that CollH does not occur. 
By the above, 

HEpNi, Ai,Miq � 

PrrE0s ¤ 
��PrrE0s � PrrE1s 

��� PrrCollHs � PrrPreHs 
p � ˙priv 3p˙priv � pqp˙priv � p � 1q p2qd � ˙priv � pqp˙priv � p � 1q

¤ � �2n 2n 2n 

¤ 
6p˙priv � pqp˙priv � p � 1q 

,2n 

as claimed. 

Theorem 4 (INT-RUP Security of AET-LRZ). Assume that E is an ideal cipher with n-bit 
blocks and 3n-bit tweakey, then 

AdvINT-RUP 6p˙priv � pqp˙priv � p � 1q 
AET�LRZp˙priv, qd, pq ¤ .2n 

Proof. Assume that there exists an adversary A against the INT-RUP security of AET-LRZ. 
We show that there exists an adversary B against the CIML2 security of AET-LRZ. In 
detail, B runs A and reacts as follows. 
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• Upon A making a query to E, B simply relays; 

r• Upon A making a query to EpN, A, Mq, B queries LEncpN, A, Mq and passes the 
outputs pC, T q to A; 

r• Upon A making a query to DpN, A, C, T q, B queries LDecpN, A, C, T q. By the 
construction of AET-LRZ, the mode will evaluate the decryption and leak the corre-
sponding plaintext M due to the unbounded leakage assumption. By this, B is able 
to obtain M and answer A; 

r• Upon A making a query to DpN, A, C, T q, B queries LDecpN, A, C, T q, and answers 
0 or 1 depends on the fnal return value of LDecpN, A, C, T q. 

Eventually, B outputs whatever A outputs. By the above, it can be seen 

AET�LRZpAq ¤ AdvCIML2 
AET�LRZpBq,AdvINT-RUP 

and thus the claim by Theorem 4. 

4.2 CIML2/INT-RUP security of AET-LR 
We present the security results on AET-LR as follows. First is the CIML2 security. 

Theorem 5 (CIML2 Security of AET-LR). Assume that E is an ideal cipher with n-bit 
blocks and 3n-bit tweakey, then 

AdvCIML2 6p˙priv � p � 1qp˙priv � pq 
AET�LRE p˙priv, qd, pq ¤ .2n 

Proof. We note that the mode AET � LRE can be viewed as several independent hash-
then-TBC constructions. In detail, assume that there are distinct nonces appearing 
in the interaction N1, ..., N . Then, the KDF derive distinct initial keys K1 

�, ..., K�, 
which result in independent tweakable random permutations EK� , ..., EK� and further 

1 
E � E �K Kindependent hash functions H 1 , ..., H . Moreover, these nonces also give rise to 

independent TGFs EN1 , ..., EN .K K 

For each nonce Ni, assume that the number of ideal cipher queries under the corre-° 
sponding key Ki is qi. Then i�1 qi � ˙priv � p. By Theorem 3, the probability to forge � E � � K 

ifor ENi H is at most 6qipqi � 1q{2n. Then the total forging probability is bounded to K 

° ¸ 6qipqi � 1q 6p˙priv � p � 1q i�1 qi 6p˙priv � p � 1qp˙priv � pq 

2n ¤ 2n � 2n 
i�1 

as claimed. 

In a similar vein to Theorem 4, the INT-RUP security of AET-LR is also implied by 
Theorem 5. 

Theorem 6 (INT-RUP Security of AET-LR). Assume that E is an ideal cipher with n-bit 
blocks and 3n-bit tweakey, then 

AdvINT-RUP 6p˙priv � p � 1qp˙priv � pq 
AET�LRE p˙priv, qd, pq ¤ .2n 

The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 4 and is omitted. 
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4.3 Privacy of AET-LR with Leakage 
In this section, we discuss the assumptions and privacy security notions targeted by AET-LR. 
We target two security notions; CCAml1 and CCAmL1 with an l-time assumption. 

4.4 CCAml1 Security of AET-LR 
The CCAml1 security of AET-LR is studied under the following assumptions: 

(i) The Key Derivation Function (KDF) and Tag Generation Function (TGF) are leak-
free. In practice, they are heavily protected against complex side-channel attacks, 
such as Di˙erential Power Analysis (DPA). 

(ii) The rest of the encryption operations of the mode su˙er unbounded leakage. 

(iii) The decryption operations are leak-free. In practice, they are heavily protected 
against complex side-channel attacks, such as Di˙erential Power Analysis (DPA). 

(iv) Any nonce can be repeated as many times as the adversary wants during the attack 
preparation phase. 

(v) The challenge queries are leak-free and use fresh unique nonces. 

The security of AET-LR under these assumptions can be reduced to the security of the 
KDF. Let a set � � tpN1, Z1q, pN2, Z2q, . . . , pNq, Zqqu, such that Zi � EK pNiq @1 ¥ i ¥ q. 
Let �N � tN1, N2, . . . , Nqu and �Z � tZ1, Z2, . . . , Zqu and a nonce Nc R �N . Then, 
Zc R �N and all the TBC calls corresponding to pNc, Zcq are fresh, i.e. use permutations 
that have not appeared before in previous queries. Hence, 

AdvCCAml1 
AET�LRE p˙priv, qd, pq ¤ AdvTPRP � qdq � AdvNAE pqe AET�LRE p˙, qe, qd, pqE 

where AdvTPRP pqe AET�LRE p˙, qe, qd, pq�qdq refers to the security of the KDF function and AdvNAE 
E 

refers to the black box security of AET-LR in the nonce-respecting model. 

4.5 CCAmL1 Security of AET-LR 
The CCAml1 security of AET-LR is studied under the following assumptions: 

(i) The Key Derivation Function (KDF) and Tag Generation Function (TGF) are leak-
free. In practice, they are heavily protected against complex side-channel attacks, 
such as Di˙erential Power Analysis (DPA). 

(ii) The rest of the encryption operations of the mode are protected against SPA/cheap 
side-channel attacks. 

(iii) The decryption operations are leak-free. In practice, they are heavily protected 
against complex side-channel attacks, such as Di˙erential Power Analysis (DPA). 

(iv) Any nonce can be repeated as many times as the adversary wants during the attack 
preparation phase. 

(v) The challenge queries are leak-free and use fresh unique nonces. 

(vi) The encryption queries can consist of at most l blocks where l � m � a 2 , such that m 
is the number of plaintext blocks and the a is the number of associated data blocks 
(l-time assumption). 
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The security of AET-LR under these assumptions can be reduced to the security of 
the KDF and the security of the countermeasure used for the encryption operations, 
aside from the KDF and TGF. Let a set � � tpN1, Z1q, pN2, Z2q, . . . , pNq, Zqqu, such that 
Zi � EK pNiq @1 ¥ i ¥ q. Let �N � tN1, N2, . . . , Nqu and �Z � tZ1, Z2, . . . , Zqu and a 
nonce Nc R �N . Then, Zc R �N and all the TBC calls corresponding to pNc, Zcq are fresh, 
i.e. use permutations that have not appeared before in previous queries. Hence, 

AdvCCAmL1 
AET�LRE p˙priv, qd, pq ¤ AdvTPRP pqe � qdq � AdvNAE plqAET�LRE p˙, qe, qd, pq � AdvDPA 

E E 

where AdvDPA plq refers to the security of the TBC protected using a cheap countermeasure E 

against an l-time adversary. 

5 Conclusions and Future Works 
In this short article, we propose the AET-LR mode of operation targeted towards leakage-
resilient implementations using low implementation cost. We show it achieves birthday-
bound integrity notions even with unbounded leakage and nonce-misuse resistance, e.g. 
CIML2 and INT-RUP. We also discuss di˙erent privacy notions in the presence of leakage. 
We show it is assumed to be secure against CCAml1 adversaries and CCAmL1 adversaries 
for short messages. We emphasize that this mode is very close to the Romulus-N mode 
submitted to the NIST competition (basically an added KDF at initialisation, and a 
feed-forward of the message block into the tweak inputs of the TBC calls). 

This article is not to be viewed as full version, but an extended abstract. While we 
provide solid security bounds against CIMl2 and INT-RUP adversaries. The discussion 
of privacy notion is less formal and reduces the security to the black box security of the 
mode. We intend to provide a full version of this article with black box security analysis, 
and more formal privacy analysis, and implementations. 
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A Proof of Theorem 1 
Proof. We defne a directed graph G � pVG, EGq with vertex set VG � t0, 1un � t0, 1u� � 

n 1t0, 1u and an arc px, k, yq Ñ px1, k1, y q in EG if and only if tk1un ̀  x1 � y. 
Let A?,? be an adversary attacking H. We analyze the behavior of A when its left oracle 

$is instantiated by E ÐÝ Blocpn, �q and its right oracle is instantiated by E�1. Assume that 
A asks its oracles at most p total queries. We must show that Advcoll ppq ¤ 3ppp � 1q{2n.H 

Run the algorithm SimulateOraclespA, nq. As A executes with its (simulated) oracle, color 
the vertices of G as follows: 

• Initially, each vertex of G is uncolored. 

• When A asks an E-query pk, xq and this returns a value y, or when A asks an 
E�1-query of pk, yq and this returns x, then: if x ̀  tkun � h0 then vertex px, k, yq 
gets colored red; otherwise vertex px, k, yq gets colored black. 

Given A does not repeat queries px, k, yq, every query A asks results in exactly one vertex 
getting colored red or black, that vertex formerly being uncolored. A vertex of G is colored 
when it gets colored red or black. A path P in G is colored if all of its vertices are colored. 

1 1Vertices px, k, yq and px1, k1, y q are said to collide if y � y . Distinct paths P and P 1 are 
said to collide if all of their vertices are colored and they begin with red vertices and they 
end with colliding vertices. Let C be the event that, as a result of the adversary’s queries, 
there are formed in G some two colliding paths. 

Claim. Advcoll ppq ¤ PrrCs.H 

Claim. PrrCs ¤ 3ppp � 1q{2n 

The result for H now follows by combining the two claims. 

Proof. Claim A. Suppose that the adversary A outputs colliding messages M � m1 � � � ma 
1 1and M 1 � m1 � � � m that is, HpMq � HpM 1q for the simulated oracle E. We show that,b 

necessarily, there are two colliding paths. 
Let P � px1, k1, y1q Ñ � � � Ñ pxa, ka, yaq where, for each i P r1 � � � as, xi � hi�1 ` 

1 1tmiun, ki � mi, yi � Eki pxiq, and hi � yi. Similarily, let P 1 � px1, k1
1 , y1q Ñ � � � Ñ 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1pxb, kb 
1 , ybq where, for each i P r1 � � � bs, xi � h1 i�1 ` tmiun, ki 

1 � mi, yi � Ek1 pxiq, and 
1h1 � yi, and where h0 � h0 

1 is a fxed constant. We claim that P and P 1 are 
i 

collidingi 

paths. 
A makes all of the queries necessary to compute HpMq and HpM 1q. So, for each 

i P r1 � � � as, A must have made either an E-query pki, xiq or an E�1-query pki, yiq. Similarly, 
1 1for each i P r1 � � � bs, A must have made either an E-query pki 1 , xiq or an E�1-query pki 1 , yiq. 

We can conclude then that P and P 1 are colored. Moreover, x1 ` tk1un � h0 and 
1x1 ` tk1un � h0

1 so each of P and P 1 starts with a red node. 
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If a ̆  b, then clearly P and P 1 are distinct. Consider a � b and M ̆  M 1. There is 
1 1 1some i P r1 � � � as such that mi ̆  mi, and so pxi, ki, yiq ˘ pxi, ki 

1 , yiq. Finally, if M and M 1 

1collide we have ha � hb 1 , and hence ya � yb. 

Proof. Claim A. Let Ci be the event that C occurs by the i-th query. Defne C0 to be the 
null event. Then PrrsfCs � �qi�1 PrrCi|Ci ̄ �1 ^ � � � ^ C̄ 0s. Given Ci ̄ �1 ^ � � � ^ C̄ 0, the event 
Ci occurs in one of four ways. To make the discussion of these cases more clear, we defne 
a little more notation. Let Arcpi, jq be the event that there exists in G vertices pxi, ki, yiq 
and pxj , kj , yjq, and yi � xj ̀  tkj un . Let Redpiq be the event that there exists in G vertex 
pxi, ki, yiq and xi ̀  tkiun � h0. Let Collidepi, jq be the event that there exists in G vertices 
pxi, ki, yiq and pxj , kj , yjq, and yi � yj . 

Case 1 A vertex pxi, ki, yiq is colored on the i-th query, and there exists in G arcs 
pxr, kr, yrq Ñ pxi, ki, yiq and pxi, ki, yiq Ñ pxj , kj , yjq, where pxr, kr, yrq and pxj , kj , yjq 
were colored on the r-th and j-th queries, respectively. 

This event requires Arcpr, iq ^ Arcpi, jq be true, such that yr � xi ̀  tkiun and yi � 
xj ̀  tkj un. If Ci occures via an E-query pki, xiq, then yi is a random value from a set of 
size 2n � A, where A is the number of colored nodes where ka � ki, for all a € i, such that 
A ¤ i � 1. There are pi � 1 � Aq unique possible choices for pxj , kj , yjq such that kj ̆  ki, 
with at most pi � 1 � Aq targets for xj ̀  tkj un. Then, 

PrrArcpr, iq ^ Arcpi, jqs � PrrArcpi, jq|Arcpr, iqs PrrArcpr, iqs 

i � 1 � A i � 1 
¤ PrrArcpi, jq|Arcpr, iqs ¤ ¤ 2n � A 2n � pi � 1q 

Alternatively, if Ci occures via an E�1-query pki, yiq, then xi is a random value from a 
set of size at least 2n � pi � 1q. Similarily, there are at most pi � 1q unique possible choices 
for pxr, kr, yrq with at most pi � 1q targets for yr � xi ̀  tkiun. Then, 

PrrArcpr, iq ^ Arcpi, jqs � PrrArcpr, iq|Arcpi, jqs PrrArcpi, jqs 

i � 1 
¤ PrrArcpr, iq|Arcpi, jqs ¤ 2n � pi � 1q 

Case 2 A vertex pxi, ki, yiq is colored red on the i-th query, and there exists in G an arc 
pxi, ki, yiq Ñ pxj , kj , yjq, where pxj , kj , yj q was colored on the j-th query, j € i. 

This event requires Arcpr, iq ^ Redpiq be true. If Ci occures via an E-query pki, xiq, 
then yi is a random value from a set of size at least 2n � pi � 1q. There are at most pi � 1q 
unique possible choices for pxj , kj , yjq with at most pi � 1q targets for xj ̀  tkjun. Then, 

PrrArcpi, jq ^ Redpiqs � PrrArcpi, jq|Redpiqs PrrRedpiqs 

i � 1 
¤ PrrArcpi, jq|Redpiqs ¤ 2n � pi � 1q 

Alternatively, if Ci occures via an E�1-query pki, yiq, then xi is a random value from a 
set of size at least 2n � pi � 1q. Then, 

PrrRedpiq ^ Arcpi, jqs � PrrRedpiq|Arcpi, jqs PrrArcpi, jqs 

i � 1 
¤ PrrRedpiq|Arcpi, jqs ¤ 2n � pi � 1q 
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Case 3 A vertex pxi, ki, yiq is colored on the i-th query, and there exists in G an arc 
pxi, ki, yiq Ñ pxj , kj , yj q, and a vertex pxr, kr, yrq, where pxj , kj , yjq and pxr, kr, yrq were 
colored on the j-th and r-th queries, r, j € i, respectively, and pxi, ki, yiq agrees with 
pxr, kr, yrq. 

This event requires that Arcpj, iq and Collidepi, rq. If this occurs via an E-query pki, xiq, 
then yi is a random value from a set of size at least 2n � pi � 1q. Then, 

PrrArcpi, jq ^ Collidepi, rqs � PrrCollidepi, rq|Arcpi, jqs PrrArcpi, jqs 

i � 1 
¤ PrrCollidepi, rq|Arcpi, jqs ¤ 2n � pi � 1q 

Alternatively, if Ci occures via an E�1-query pki, yiq, then xi is a random value from a 
set of size at least 2n � pi � 1q. Then, 

PrrArcpi, jq ^ Collidepi, rqs � PrrArcpi, jq|Collidepi, rqs PrrCollidepi, rqs 

i � 1 
¤ PrrArcpi, jq|Collidepi, rqs ¤ 2n � pi � 1q 

Case 4 A vertex pxi, ki, yiq is colored red on the i-th query, and there exists in G an arc 
pxi, ki, yiq Ñ pxi, ki, yiq. 

This event requires that Redpiq ^ Arcpi, iq is true. If this occurs via an E-query pki, xiq, 
then yi is a random value from a set of size at least 2n �pi � 1q. There is only one possible 
target for yi, which is h0. Then, 

PrrArcpi, iq ^ Redpiqs � PrrArcpi, iq|Redpiqs PrrRedpiqs 

1 
¤ PrrArcpi, iq|Redpiqs ¤ 2n � pi � 1q 

Alternatively, if Ci occures via an E�1-query pki, yiq, then xi is a random value from a 
set of size at least 2n � pi � 1q. Then, 

PrrRedpiq ^ Arcpi, iqs � PrrRedpiq|Arcpi, iqs PrrArcpi, iqs 

1 
¤ PrrRedpiq|Arcpi, iqs ¤ 2n � pi � 1q 

Combining all cases, we have 

p 3pi � 1q 1 p p
i i¸ ¸ ¸

PrrCs ¤ ¤ 3 ¤ 3�2n � pi � 1q 2n � pi � 1q 2n � pi � 1q 2n � pp � 1q
i�1 i�1 i�1 

3ppp � 1q 3ppp � 1q 3ppp � 1q
� � ¤ 2p2n � pp � 1qq 2n�1 � 2pp � 1q 2n 
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B Proof of Theorem 2 
nProof. Let h0 P t0, 1u . Let A be an adversary with oracles E, E�1 and input ̇ . Assume 

that A asks its oracles q queries in total. We are interested in A’s behavior when its left 
$oracle is instantiated by E ÐÝ Blocpn, �q and its right oracle is instantiated by E�1. 

As in the proof of Theorem X, we defne an undirected graph G � pVG, EGq with 
vertex set VG � t0, 1un—corresponding to all 2n possible chaining values—and initially 
an empty edge set EG � H. We will dynamically add edges based on the queries to E 
and E�1. In particular, we add an edge ph, zq, labeled by m, if we know a message m 
such that z � fEph, mq (or h � fEpz, mq) and the relevant query to either E or E�1 has 
been made. We claim that to fnd a preimage would require fnding a path between the 
(fxed) initial vector and the q (random) targets ̇ 1, ..., ̇q: suppose that HpMq � ˙, where 
M � pm1, ..., m`q and correspondingly h1, ..., h` for the chaining values of the iterated 
hash. Noting that h` � ˙, we see that h0..` is a (possibly empty) path from initial vector 
to target. 

Since we are dynamically adding edges to the graph, components in the graph will also 
grow dynamically. Let T0 be the set of all nodes that are in the component containing 
h0, and similarly let T˙1 , ..., T˙q be the set of all nodes connected to ̇ 1, ..., ̇q respectively. 
Unless h0 � ˙i for i P t1, ..., qu, which happens with probability q{2n, T0 and T˙1 , ..., T˙q
are initially disjoint. However, when a path between h0 and ̇ i is present, we have T0 � T˙i . 

The frst claim is that after j queries, the sets T0 and T˙1 , ..., T˙q have combined 
cardinality at most j � q � 1. Indeed, either component has at most j1 � 1 nodes when j1 
edges are used. By construction, a query (either forward or inverse) will add at most one 
edge to the graph, so after j queries, there are at most j edges in the entire graph and at 
most j � q � 1 nodes in T0 plus T˙1 , ..., T˙q . 

The second claim is that to complete the path between h0 and ̇ i, an edge needs to be 
added with one end (node) in T0 and the other in T˙1 , ..., T˙q . Writing T � T0YT˙1 Y...YT˙q , 
we need to fnd an edge with both nodes already part of T . Consider the j-th query. For 
a forward query, the distribution of fEph, mq � z is uniform over a set of size at least 
2n � j. For an inverse query, the distribution of h is uniform over a set of size at least 
2n � j. Consequently, the probability that on the j-th query a preimage is found is upper 
bounded by pj � q � 1q{p2n � jq. (The set T contains j � q elements before the j-th query, 
the query itself also needs to specify a node in T , but a self-loop cannot possibly connect 
T0 and T˙1 , ..., T˙q .) 

With a union bound we can bound the probability of fnding a preimage within p or° pfewer queries: Advrprepq, pq ¤ q{2n � j�1pj � q � 1q{p2n � jq ¤ pq � pqpq � p � 1q{2n H 

leading to the stated upper bound. 
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